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adobe professional dc (formerly known as adobe acrobat x pro dc) is an all-in-one pdf creation, editing, and manipulation program. this comprehensive suite features powerful features that other pdf creation and manipulation software leave out, such as a built-in library for storing and organizing images, and app-like
integration with microsoft office. when you open acrobat dc, you're greeted with a large blank page. you can't create any files until you get around to assigning categories to the various items you are working on, and the program's immense feature set is just as intimidating as it is overwhelming. thankfully, there are a

few easy ways to get through the main interface without having to dig into the weeds. the first thing you'll likely want to do is create a new document. it's fairly obvious that this new document will need to be saved to your hard drive, and there are a few ways to get around the creative cloud's lack of a document
manager. adobe makes acrobat free and creative cloud editions of its software, but the free and creative cloud editions are not identical. the creative cloud edition supports a whole variety of features that the free edition doesn't, but it also limits how many documents you can save in the cloud and freezes certain

features like the ability to share documents. the free edition, on the other hand, does not. this document will be saved in the default location. choose what folder you want to save the new document in. you can specify what type of document you want to save (word documents, excel documents, pdfs, and so on) and
choose the type of file (pdf, docx, rtf, and so on) by clicking on the files tab.
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you can import and save documents from other people's computers. on the main screen, click the 'import'
button and select the file you want to import. adobe isn't currently thinking about added or downloadable

content for this feature, but it probably should be in the near future, since it's an easy way for students to copy
and paste the documents they're working on. if the source document is on an online server, it makes sense
that you'd be able to download it into your local machine. right now, it's only available with acrobat 8, but
adobe says that adding it to other versions is high on their list of priorities. you can also import media by

selecting file, then import media. there's even a tutorial screen walk you through the process, depending on
what you're importing (video, sound, photo). if you want to scan images or grab a photo, you can even do that

on the site. if you go to the forum tab, you'll find a variety of topics and threads discussing everything from
developing and maintaining your adobe apps to general tips, tricks, and shortcuts . you can also submit an
issue on adobe community forums and get an answer promptly. you can even post a question to the adobe

answers site for an answer by the design and development team. if you click through the different tutorials you
will get all the information you need to know about using adobe apps, and get to start working with adobe

applications right away. the following article has a sample program that lists the files that are in the package.
you can add these one by one (but it is a lot quicker to simply open the package). 5ec8ef588b
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